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2Let K be a non-commutative field and let A(K ) be the affine
2plane on the right vector space K over K. Denote by Z(M) the

centralizer of MtCtK in K. If atetK\Z(K), then
q 2G t:=t{t(x,y)eK t|tyt=txat} (1)

is the proper part of a degenerate conic G (yt=tax would be the

equation of a line). The improper part of G is given by the line at
2infinity of the projective closure of A(K ). The term conic is

motivated by the fact that G can be generated (in the classical way

of J. STEINER) by two projectively related pencils of lines. We

shall call atetK\Z(K) a parameter of the degenerate conic G.

It was shown in [1] that those degenerate conics (1) with

|a:Z(K)|t=t2 have completeley different geometric properties than

degenerate conics with |a:Z(K)|t>t2. In this talk we are concerned

with this phenomenon from a geometric point of view, while in [1]

and [3] the major tools are algebraic theorems on generalized

polynomial identities. The main result is this

qTHEOREM. If G is furnished with the structure of a trace space
q 2(G ,L q) of A(K ), then it is isomorphic to the affine space on theG

right vector space K over Z({a}), i.e. the centralizer of a in K.
q 2Moreover (G ,L q) is an affine subplane of A(K ) if , and only if,G Kq|a:Z(K)|t=t2. If (G ,L q) is an affine plane, then it is even anG 2affine BAER-subplane of A(K ).K

By virtue of that theorem, the automorphic collineations of G

(cf. [1], [3]) are easily seen to be given by those affinities of
qthe affine space (G ,L q) which can be extended to the projectiveG2closure of A(K ). If |a:Z(K)|t=t2, then the conditions for theK

existence of such an extension are much weaker than in the general

case. This in turn explains the different "sizes" of the group of

automorphic collineations of G mentioned in [1].
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